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Abstract: The double polarizationE-asymmetry for the−→γ −→
d → π0d reaction is predicted for incident photon lab-energies near

the η-threshold at backward center-of-mass emission pion angles. The influence of first-order rescattering effect with intermediate
production of bothπ- andη-mesons on theE-asymmetry is investigated. A strong effect from first-order rescattering is obtained. It
reached on average about 40% at extreme backward direction in theη-threshold region. In addition, the sensitivity of the results to the
elementary pion photoproduction operator and deuteron wave function is also investigated. Considerable dependence of the results on
the elementary amplitude and deuteron wave function is found.
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1 Introduction

Few-body systems are ideal to investigate fundamental
problems in nuclear physics. They provide a testing
ground for models of theNN interaction, reaction
mechanisms and for models of nuclei. The last twenty
years have witnessed an increasing interest in theoretical
research of few-body systems [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,
12]. This interest was revived by many laboratories which
have contributed to this study (in alphabetical order):
ALS (Saclay, France), ELSA (Bonn, Germany), GRAAL
(Grenoble, France), Jefferson Lab or JLAB (Newport
News, VA, USA), LEGS (Brookhaven, USA), MAMI
(Mainz, Germany), MAX-LAB (Lund, Sweden),
MIT-Bates (Middleton, USA), NIKHEF (Amsterdam,
The Netherlands), and SLAC (Stanford, CA, USA) [for
an experimental overview see Refs. [13,14,15]]. These
new facilities have made coincidence experiments
possible that explore new, previously inaccessible
kinematical regions with very high statistical precision.
We will therefore focus on the study of few-body systems
using electromagnetic reactions such as coherent
π0-photoproduction on the deuteron.

In a recent experiment on coherent
π0-photo-production on the deuteron, the differential

cross sections exhibit a cusp-like structure at backward
pion angles for photon lab-energies around the
η-threshold [16]. This nontrivial energy dependence of
the differential cross sections was explained in Ref. [3].
The main conclusion of Ref. [3] was reproduced in
another paper [4], where it was shown that in addition to
the two-step process, the full dynamics in the
intermediateηNN system could be important as well.
Subsequently, in Ref. [12] we have studied the reaction
γd → π0d in the pure impulse approximation (henceforth
denoted by IA) with special emphasize on polarization
observables and the sensitivity of results to the
elementary amplitude.

Most recently, we have investigated in Ref. [1] the
influence of first-order rescattering with intermediate
production of bothπ and η-mesons (in what follows
denoted by FSI) on unpolarized cross sections and single
spin asymmetries of the reactionγd → π0d near the
η-production threshold at backward pion angles. It was
found that FSI effect is much larger in single spin
asymmetries than in unpolarized cross sections. Thus, in
Ref. [2] we have extended out approach recently
presented in [1] to clarify the role of FSI effect on the
helicity dependence in the doubly polarized differential
and total photo-absorption cross sections with respect to
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parallel and antiparallel spins of photon and deuteron of
the reaction −→γ −→

d → π0d near the η-threshold. In
addition, we have also evaluated the contribution of
coherent π0-photoproduction channel to the deuteron
Gerasimov-Drell-Hearn (GDH) integral by explicit
integration up to a photon lab-energy of 900 MeV. It was
found that the FSI effect is negligible in the doubly
polarized total photo-absorption cross sections and the
deuteron GDH integral. On the contrary, the FSI effect
was strong in the doubly polarized differential cross
sections at extreme backward direction in theη-threshold
region.

The ultimate goal of the present manuscript is,
therefore, to study the role of FSI effect on the double
polarizationE-asymmetry of the reaction−→γ −→

d → π0d
near the η-threshold at backward pion angles. This
helicity asymmetry provides valuable information on the
nucleon spin structure and allow us to extract information
on the neutron. It contains very interesting physics with
respect to the hadron structure of the system describing its
optical activity which reflects an internal screw-like or
chiral structure. The knowledge of this asymmetry is also
required to test the validity of the GDH sum rule [17] on
the deuteron and the neutron as well as to explore which
are the dominant contribution to the GDH integral. In
addition, the dependence of the results obtained for the
helicity E-asymmetry on the input elementary pion
photoproduction operator and the potential model used
for the deuteron wave function will be investigated.

In section 2 of this manuscript the formalism for
coherentπ0-photoproduction on the deuteron is briefly
introduced. The separate contributions of the pure IA and
the FSI effect in the transition matrix are described [1].
Details of the actual calculation and the results are
presented and discussed in section3. Finally, we conclude
our results in section4. Throughout the paper we use
natural units̄h = c = 1.

2 The formalism

The formalism of coherentπ0-photoproduction on the
deuteron is presented in detail in our recent work [1].
Here we briefly recall the necessary notation and
definitions. The coherentπ0-photoproduction reaction on
the deuteron is given by

γ(Eγ ,
−→
k ,λ )+ d(Ed,−

−→
k )→ π0(Eπ ,

−→q )+ d(E ′
d,−−→q ) ,(1)

where energy and momenta of the participating particles
are given in the parentheses, andλ stands for the circular
photon polarization.

The unpolarized differential cross section of the
reactionγd → π0d in theγd center-of-mass (c.m.) system
is given by

dσ
dΩπ

=
EdE ′

d

(4πW)2

|−→q |
|−→k |

1
6 ∑

λ
∑

md m′
d

∣

∣

∣
Tmd m′

d λ (
−→
k ,−→q )

∣

∣

∣

2
, (2)

with Tmd m′
d λ as reaction amplitude,m′

d (md) is the spin

projection of the outgoing (incoming) deuteron and−→q
and

−→
k are the c.m. momenta of the pion and photon,

respectively. The invariant energy of theγd system is
given as

W = Eγ +

√−→
k 2+M2

d , Eγ = |−→k | ,

= Eπ +
√

−→q 2+M2
d , Eπ =

√

−→q 2+m2
π , (3)

where Md and mπ are the deuteron and neutral-pion
masses, respectively. In the present work, theγd c.m.
frame is chosen with thez-axis along the photon
momentum

−→
k , the y-axis parallel to

−→
k × −→q and the

x-axis such as to form a right-handed system. Thus the
outgoing pion is described by the spherical anglesφπ and
θπ with cosθπ = q̂ · k̂.

For the amplitude of coherentπ0-photoproduction on
the deuteron we include in addition to the pure IA, i.e., the
one-body contribution, the FSI diagram with intermediate
production of bothπ- and η-mesons. A diagrammatical
overview of these contributions which are considered in
this work is given in Fig.1. The first diagram describes
the pure IA and the second one comprises the contribution
from FSI. In this approximation, the total transition matrix
elements read

Tmd m′
d λ (

−→
k ,−→q ) = T IA

md m′
d λ (

−→
k ,−→q )+TFSI

mdm′
d λ (

−→
k ,−→q ) . (4)

As shown in [1], one has for the IA contribution
(diagram (a) in Fig.1) the amplitudeT IA

md m′
d λ for the

transition between the deuteron target states with spin
projectionsmd and m′

d on the z-axis, chosen along the
photon momentum,

T IA
md m′

d λ (
−→
k ,−→q ) = 2

∫

d3p
(2π)3 φ†

m′
d
(−→p ′)

× tλ
πγ(

−→
k ,−→p i,

−→q ,−→p f )φmd (
−→p ) (5)

with tλ
πγ standing for the corresponding elementary

amplitudeγN → π0N. Furthermore, the vectors−→p i and−→p f denote initial and final momenta of the active nucleon

in the deuteron, for which we have−→p i =
−→p −−→

k /2 and
−→p f = −→p − −→q +

−→
k /2, and −→p ′ = −→p + (

−→
k − −→q )/2

denotes the relative momentum in the final deuteron state.
For the deuteron wave function we use the familiar

ansatz

φmd (
−→p ) = ∑

L=0,2
∑

mLmS

(LmL1mS|1md)uL(p)YLmL(p̂)χmS ζ0 ,

(6)
whereχmS andζ0 denote spin and isospin wave functions,
respectively. In the present work, we compute the radial
deuteron wave function in the initial and final states using
the realistic high-precision Bonn potential (full model)
form [18].
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Fig. 1: Feynman diagrams considered in coherentπ0-photoproduction on the deuteron, (a) impulse approximation (IA) and (b) first-
order rescattering contribution with intermediate production of bothπ- andη-mesons (FSI). Diagrams when the elementary operators
act on nucleon ’2’ are not shown in the figure but are included in the calculations. In the calculations, each diagram shownin the figure
goes accompanied by the diagram obtained by the exchangeN1 ↔ N2.

In addition, we use the realistic MAID-2007 model
[19] for the elementary pion photoproduction operator on
the free nucleon. This model has been developed to
analyze the world data for pion production off protons
and neutrons. The MAID model is a unitary isobar model
for a partial wave analysis, where all parameters are fitted
to experimental observables as cross sections and
polarization asymmetries from pion photo- and
electro-production in the energy range from pion
threshold up toWγ⋆N = 2 GeV and photon virtualities
Q2 < 5 GeV2. It is based on a non-resonant background
described by Born terms and vector-meson exchange
contributions and nucleon resonance excitations. The
MAID-2007 model is parameterized in terms of invariant
amplitudes and allows for the evaluation in any frame of
reference.

The transition matrix elements for the calculation of
the additional contribution of FSI (diagram (b) in Fig.1)
read

T FSI
md m′

d λ (
−→
k ,−→q ) = T FSI,π

md m′
d λ (

−→
k ,−→q )+TFSI,η

mdm′
d λ (

−→
k ,−→q ) , (7)

where the rescattering contributions with intermediateπ-
and η-mesons are given, respectively, by the first and
second terms of the right-hand side. These two terms are
govern by various hadronic and electromagnetic
two-body reactions included in our treatment of diagram
(b) in Fig. 1. Due to the strong coupling between theηN
and πN channels in theS11(1535) resonance region, the
transitions ηN ↔ πN must in general be taken into
account. Therefore, in the present work, only the
S11(1535) resonance is considered in the calculation of
the pion-exchange contribution and all contributions from
other resonances are neglected.

For the elementary amplitudes appearing in diagram
(b) of Fig. 1, we assume that the pion and eta
photoproduction reactions on the nucleon as well as their
interactions with nucleons proceed exclusively via the
excitation of theS11(1535) resonance. According to this
assumption the separable transition matrixTαN with

α ∈ {π ,η} is given by the conventional isobar model [20]

TαN(
−→p ,−→p ′;W )=

gα(
−→p )gπ(

−→p ′)
W −M0−Ση(W )−Σπ(W )−Σππ(W )

,

(8)
as a function of the invariant energyW , whereα ∈ {π ,η}
and Σπ , Ση , and Σππ denote theS11(1535) self energy
contributions from theπN, ηN, and ππN channels,
respectively. TheTαN matrix is determined by the bare
resonance massM0 = 1598 MeV and the parameters of
the vertex functionsgα(

−→p ). For the latter, we take a
simple Hulthén form

gα(
−→p ) = gα

(

1+
p2

Λ2
α

)−1

, (9)

containing the strength of the couplinggα and the range
of the Hulthén form factorΛα . The scattering parameters
gπ = 2.51, gη = 2.0, Λπ = 404.5 MeV, andΛη = 694.6
MeV are used [4].

The contributions to the self energy from the various
channels are expressed in terms ofgα(

−→p ) as follows

Σα(W ) =
1

2π2

∞
∫

0

q2dq
2ωα

g2
α(q)

W −EN(q)−ωα(q)+ iε
, (10)

with α ∈ {π ,η} and EN and ωα denoting the on-shell
energies of nucleon and meson, respectively. Since the
double pion channelππN is not explicitly included in the
present calculations, primarily because of its rather weak
coupling to theS11(1535) resonance, we parameterize,
following to [20], the corresponding self energy in a
simplified manner as a pure imaginary contribution
proportional to the three-particle phase space

Σππ(W ) =− i
2

γππ
W −MN −2mπ

mπ
, (11)

with γππ = 4.3 MeV.
For theπ- andη-photoproduction amplitudes on the

nucleon, we take the same ansatz as in (8) where one
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hadronic vertex function is replaced by the
electromagnetic vertexgγN for γN → S11(1535) which
depends only on the invariant energyW and is
parameterized in the form

gγ p(W ) =















e√
4π

4

∑
n=0

an

(

qπ
mπ

)n

, for W ≥ MN +mπ ,

gγ p(MN +mπ) , else,

(12)

gγn(W ) = −0.82gγ p(W ) ,

where a0 = 0.5502, a1 = −0.01923, a2 = 0.1018,
a3 = 0.002255, anda4 = −0.007042 [4]. The pion c.m.
momenta corresponding to the total invariant energyW is
given by

qπ =
1

2W

√

(W 2− (MN +mπ)2)(W 2− (MN −mπ)2) .

(13)
Following to Ref. [21], the isospin dependence of the
S11(1535) photo-excitation amplitude is taken in the
present work according to the relation

σ(γ p → η p)
σ(γn → ηn)

≈ 0.67. (14)

The parameters, appearing in the expressions (8)
through (12), are chosen in such a way that, on the one
hand, the reactionsγN → αN and π−p → ηn are well
reproduced in theS11(1535) channel (see also Refs. [22,
23]). On the other hand, the chosen parameter set predicts
the valueaηN = (0.5+ i0.3) fm for the ηN scattering
length which has been considered in Ref. [4] as an
approximate average of the various values provided by
theηN analyses.

3 Numerical Results

The discussion of our results is divided into two parts.
First, we discuss the influence of FSI effect on the
beam-target double polarizationE-asymmetry. The
contribution to the pion photoproduction amplitude is
evaluated by taking a realistic potential model for the
deuteron wave functions in the initial and final states. In
the present work, the wave function of the Bonn potential
(full model) [18] was used. For the elementary pion
photoproduction operator, the unitary isobar MAID-2007
model [19] was considered. For the various hadronic and
electromagnetic two-body reactions included in our
treatment of the rescattering diagram, only theS11(1535)
resonance was taken into account in the pion-exchange
contribution. In addition, the photoproduction ofπ- and
η-mesons on the nucleon as well as their interactions
with nucleons were assumed to be proceed exclusively
via the extraction of theS11(1535) resonance.

In the second part we explore the dependence of the
results for the helicityE-asymmetry in the−→γ −→

d → π0d

reaction on the input elementary pion photoproduction
operator and the potential model used for the deuteron
wave functions in the initial and final states. We show
results for the double polarizationE-asymmetry in the
energy region near theη-threshold, using as elementary
reaction amplitudes the ones provided by the ELA model
from [24] and those obtained using MAID model [19].
For the deuteron wave function, we use the CD-Bonn
[25], Bonn (full model) [18], and Bonn (OBEPQ) [26]
potential models.

3.1 The double polarization E-asymmetry

We start the discussion with the results for the double
polarizationE-asymmetry. This asymmetry is given by

E(θπ) =
d(σA −σP)/dΩπ
d(σA +σP)/dΩπ

=
d(σA −σP)/dΩπ

2(dσ/dΩπ)
. (15)

The helicity dependent photo-absorption cross sections
for parallel and antiparallel helicity states of photon and
deuteron,dσP/dΩπ and dσA/dΩπ , respectively, are
well suited to verify the GDH sum rule [17], to do partial
channel analysis, and to give contributions to the double
polarization E-asymmetry. This helicity asymmetry
appears as an interference between the amplitudes with
different parity-exchange properties.

As already mentioned in the introduction, there is a
great deal of interest in experiments [13] to determine the
beam-target double polarization asymmetries for meson
production on light nuclei. In connection with this study,
we provide in Figs.2 and 3 results for the double
polarizationE-asymmetry of the reaction−→γ −→

d → π0d in
the nearη-threshold region at extremely backward pion
angles.

When only the pure IA is considered (dotted curve in
Fig. 2), one notes that the helicityE-asymmetry has
qualitatively a similar behavior for all photon energies.
The maximum value of the helicityE-asymmetry equals
unity atθπ = 180◦ for all photon lab-energies. The dotted
curve begins with a negative value ofE = −0.1 at
θπ = 100◦ and decreases as the pion angle increase until a
minimum value is reached at about 110◦. Then, it
increases again to unity. We would like to emphasize that
the negative values in theE-asymmetry come from higher
positive contribution in the doubly polarized differential
cross section for parallel helicity statedσP/dΩπ [2].

The influence of FSI effect on the double polarization
E-asymmetry is shown in Fig.2 – see the difference
between the dotted and solid curves. We find that the
helicity E-asymmetry exhibits a strong effect of the
rescattering contribution. Also, one notes that the FSI
effect is sizeable at all photon lab-energies around the
η-production threshold. TheE-asymmetry is found to be
a broad structureless at extremely backward direction. It
exhibits a minimum at emission pion angleθπ ≃ 110◦

when the IA alone is considered. When the rescattering
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Fig. 2: (Color online) The double polarizationE-asymmetry of the reaction̄γ d̄ → π0d versus emission pion angle in theγd c.m. frame
at various photon lab-energies. Shown are the prediction ofthe IA alone (magenta dotted) and with inclusion of FSI effect (red solid).

contribution is taken into account, this minimum changes
its shape to a broad peak at the same pion angle and
photon lab-energiesEγ ≥ 700 MeV. Then, it decreases
with increasing pion angle until a minimum value is
reached at about 150◦ and increases again

The role of FSI effect on the double polarization
E-asymmetry as a function of photon lab-energy at fixed
values of cosθπ in the γd c.m. frame is shown by the
difference between the dotted and solid curves in Fig.3.
The E-asymmetry is found to be a broad structureless at
extremely backward direction. The sensitivity of
rescattering effect is strong. We see that, the
E-asymmetry exhibits a peak atEγ ≃ 700 MeV when the
IA alone is considered. When the FSI effect is taken into
account, this peak changes its shape to a deep minimum
at extremely backward angles. We would like to
emphasize that the contribution from FSI effect reached
on average about 40% in theη-threshold region at
extremely backward pion angles.

This description is very nicely demonstrated by a
three-dimensional plot of the helicityE-asymmetry as a
function of photon lab-energy and emission pion angle
shown in Fig.4. The upper and lower panels show the
results of the IA alone and with inclusion of FSI effect,
respectively. Apparently, our calculation with FSI exhibits
a visible broad minimum at extremely backward pion
angles which is not the case when only the pure IA is
considered. In the latter case, a broad maximum is
observed. This reflects again the importance of
rescattering effects in spin observables.

3.2 Sensitivity to the elementary amplitude and
deuteron wave function

In what follows, we discuss the influence of different
choices for the input elementary pion photoproduction
operator and the potential model used for the deuteron
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Fig. 3: (Color online) The helicityE asymmetry of̄γ d̄ → π0d versus laboratory photon energy at different cosθπ in theγd c.m. frame.
Notation of the curves as in Fig.2.

wave function on the results presented above for the
helicity E-asymmetry of the−→γ −→

d → π0d reaction with
inclusion of FSI effect. The first comparison (Fig.5)
shows the sensitivity of the results for the double
polarization E-asymmetry as a function of photon
lab-energy at different cosθπ in the γd c.m. frame on the
elementary pion photoproduction operator using the Bonn
potential (full model) [18] for the deuteron wave function.
The solid (dotted) curve in Fig.5 shows the results of
IA+FSI using the MAID-2007 (MAID-2003) model [19],
whereas the dashed curve shows the results of IA+FSI
using the dressed electromagnetic multipoles of ELA
model [24].

We find that the double polarizationE-asymmetry
presents qualitative similar behaviors for different
elementary operators. One sees that the asymmetryE
decreases with increasing the photon energy until a
minimum at about 660 MeV is reached. Then the
E-asymmetry increases with increasing the photon energy
until a broad plateau in the energy range 750-850 MeV is

reached and decreases again. It is also clear that the
computations with different elementary amplitudes are
quite different. For example, at the minimum position we
obtain smaller, but in absolute value larger, values using
MAID than using ELA. In addition, the plateau obtained
using MAID appears as a peak at photon energy of about
700 MeV using ELA. This discrepancy shows up the
differences among elementary operators. This means that
the double polarizationE-asymmetry is sensitive to the
choice of the elementary amplitude.

Figure6 shows the dependence of our results for the
helicity E-asymmetry of the reaction−→γ −→

d → π0d as a
function of photon lab-energy at different cosθπ in theγd
c.m. frame on the deuteron wave function using the
MAID-2007 model [19] for the elementary amplitude.
The solid, dashed, and dotted curves in Fig.6 show the
results of IA+FSI using the Bonn (full) [18], Bonn
(OBEPQ) [26], and CD-Bonn [25] potential models,
respectively. In general, one sees qualitatively similar
behaviors for the double polarizationE-asymmetry. The
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Fig. 4: (Color online) A three-dimensional plot for the helicityE asymmetry ofγ̄d̄ → π0d. The upper (lower) panel shows the results
of the IA alone (with inclusion of FSI effect).

results using various models for the deuteron wave
function are different, specially at the plateau region
where a sizeable difference is obtained in the energy
range 730-930 MeV. We find that the results using the
deuteron wave function of the Bonn (OBEPQ) potential is
greater than those using CD-Bonn potential and the latter
is greater than the ones using Bonn (full) potential. This
means that the helicityE-asymmetry is also sensitive to
the choice of the potential model used for the deuteron
wave function.

From the preceding discussion it is apparent that
first-order rescattering and the choices of the elementary
operator and deuteron wave function have a visible effect
on the helicityE-asymmetry.

4 Conclusions

The main topic of this manuscript was the investigation of
the double polarizationE-asymmetry for coherent
π0-photoproduction on the deuteron in the energy region
near the threshold ofη-production at backward pion
angles, including first-order rescattering effect with
intermediate production of bothπ- andη-mesons. For the
elementary operator, a realistic unitary isobar model from
MAID-2007 [19] has been used. The sensitivity to the
elementaryγN → π0N operator and the deuteron wave
function of the results has also been investigated.

For the deuteron wave functions in the initial and final
states, the realistic high-precision Bonn potential (full
model) [18] was used. For the hadronic and
electromagnetic two-body amplitudes taken into account
in the calculation of the rescattering diagram, only the
S11(1535) resonance was considered in the pion-exchange
contribution. Theπ- andη-photoproduction reactions on
free nucleons as well as their interactions with nucleons
were assumed to be proceeds exclusively via the
extraction of theS11(1535) resonance.

Within our model, we have found that the inclusion of
FSI effect is important for the double polarization
E-asymmetry, especially at extremely backward direction
and photon energies near theη-threshold. The influence
of FSI effect is found to be strong and in many cases, the
deviation among results obtained using the IA alone and
with inclusion of FSI effect is large. We find also that the
double polarizationE-asymmetry is sensitive to the
choices of the elementary operator and deuteron wave
function. In many cases, the deviation among results
obtained using different deuteron wave functions as well
as different elementary operators is large. In view of these
results, we conclude that the processγd → π0d can serve
as a filter for different elementary operators and deuteron
wave functions since their predictions provide different
values for the helicityE-asymmetry.

Finally, we would like to point out that not all of the
possible rescattering diagrams are considered in this
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Fig. 5: (Color online) The helicityE-asymmetry for the reaction̄γ d̄ → π0d as a function of photon lab-energy at different cosθπ in the
γd c.m. frame using different elementary pion photoproduction operators and the deuteron wave functions in the initial and final states
from the Bonn (full) model [18]. Curve conventions: green dashed, IA+FSI using dressed ELA [24]; magenta dotted, IA+FSI using
MAID-2003 [19]; red solid, IA+FSI using MAID-2007.

work. Our calculations do not include two-nucleon
mechanisms in the rescattering amplitude or any other
resonance amplitudes besides theS11(1535) contribution.
For example, vector-meson exchange currents were found
to be quite significant forπ+-photoproduction on3He in
Ref. [27]. In addition, the three-body treatment of the
ηNN interaction is of special importance for
understanding the reaction dynamics. In fact, a noticeable
contribution from such an interaction was found in
unpolarized differential cross section [4]. Polarization
observables in general constitute more stringent tests for
theoretical models due to their sensitivity to small
amplitudes. At this point, a much needed measurement on
the spin asymmetries will certainly provide us with an
important observable to test our knowledge of the pion
photoproduction on the neutron process and, hence, to
provide us with valuable information on the neutron spin
asymmetry in an indirect way. Thus there is a way for
further improvements of the present model.
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